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Product Advantages：
HDR high dynamic imaging
HDR high dynamic imaging, the picture
color is richer, and the contrast of light
and shade is closer to the real visual
effect.

2K and 1080P Dual Mode
Frame rate button make it easy to be
switched between 2K (30FPS) and
1080P (60FPS) modes, making fast
dynamic picture smoother during
games, live broadcasts, and video
recording.

0.5 S Fast Auto Focus
0.5 seconds fast auto focus, no manual
adjustment needed, to show the best
sharpness. Simple and convenient, as
far as you want.

Built-in Privacy Cover
The privacy cover is embedded, just
one-key sliding to cover lens, which
effectively protects privacy and makes
sure your secure.

Dual Noise Canceling Microphones
The built-in dual noise-canceling
microphones pick up your voice
clearly at a max distance up to 3-5
meters. Your video call is clearer and
louder.

Various Installation Methods
The base is designed with silicone
non-slip, which can be hung on a
monitor, placed flat on desk, or used
with a tripod.

AUSDOM AW651 Specifications

Lens parameters

Support System

Lens

2.0

Lens Material

Glass

Angle of View

Max 75°

Focus

Auto focus

Frame rate

2K/30FPS 1080P/60FPS

Microphone

Built-in stereo noise canceling microphone

Sensitivity

-36dB +2dB

Directivity

Omnidirectional

Interface

USB2.0 (Free Driver)

Support System

Windows XP/7/8/10 or above, Mac OS 10.6 or
above, Chrome OSTM, Android v5.0 or above.

Standard:
1. The weight of the product kit, the net weight and the gross weight of the whole box and other
information may change with the influence of material, weather, batch, etc. The data is for reference
only, and the actual weight shall prevail at the time of delivery.
2. The size of the carton is subject to the inner diameter.
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